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ABSTRACT
Clustering is commonly used in the analysis of gene
expression data to find groups of co–expressed genes.
The definition of gene clusters is not very clear as
genetic interactions are extremely complex. For this
reason the relationship between clusters is very im-
portant as co–expressed genes can end up in different
clusters. The neighborhood graph is a useful tool to
visualize the cluster structure. In this paper the R
package gcExplorer is presented which is an interac-
tive toolbox for the exploration of gene clusters. Ad-
ditional information about the gene clusters like the
annotation of genes to functional groups (e.g., GO
categories) can easily be investigated. The new visu-
alization toolbox is demonstrated on microarray data
from E. coli.
1. INTRODUCTION
Clusters of co–expressed genes can help to discover
potentially co–regulated genes or association to con-
ditions under investigation. Additionally they might
suggest pathways or interactions between genes. Clus-
ter analysis is frequently used for the first investiga-
tion of a microarray dataset before actually focussing
on particular functional subgroups of interest. Gene
interactions are extremely complex and the definition
of gene clusters is not clear. Further, gene expression
data are very noisy and co–expressed genes can eas-
ily end up in different clusters. In this context cluster
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analysis is used as vector quantization as no clear den-
sity clusters exist. The data is divided into artificial
subsets where the relationship between clusters plays
an important role.
The visualization of the cluster structure is impor-
tant in order to investigate the relationships between
clusters. The display of cluster results is very help-
ful to make cluster analysis useful for practitioners.
The Neighborhood graph [1] can be used to display
distances between clusters for centroid–based cluster
solutions. Microarray data are high–dimensional and
complex datasets yielding a high number of clusters.
As the linear projection of the data into two dimen-
sions using for example LDA does not scale well in
the number of clusters there is a need for new visu-
alization techniques which can handle this situation
[2].
In this paper the R package gcExplorer is pre-
sented which is an interactive toolbox for the explo-
ration of gene clusters. The layout algorithms imple-
mented in the open source graph visualization soft-
ware Graphviz are used for non–linear arrangement
of the clusters. gcExplorer contains several possibil-
ities to investigate gene clusters. Further properties of
the clusters are included in the neighborhood graph,
e.g., cluster size or cluster tightness. Additionally ex-
ternal knowledge from differential expression analysis
or functional grouping can be used to investigate the
data. gcExplorer is currently available at the home-
page of the first author (http://www.ci.tuwien.ac.
at/~scharl/Software/) and will be released as an R
package ([3], http://www.R-project.org) soon.
The functionality of gcExplorer is demonstrated
on time–course gene expression data from NCBI Gene
Expression Omnibus (GEO, http://www.ncbi.nlm.
nih.gov/geo/), the Escherichia Coli data set with
GEO accession number GSE4357-GSE4380 [4]. E. coli
cells were sampled at several time points (0, 78, 105,
















Figure 1. A neighborhood graph of a QT–Clust clus-
ter solution for the E. coli data.
they recover from stationary phase versus the Bonner-
Vogel medium OD 0.5. After filtering out incomplete
and constant observations over time the data set con-
sists of 1672 genes at 11 time points.
2. NEIGHBORHOOD GRAPHS
Neighborhood graphs [1] can be used to visualize clus-
ter solutions of centroid–based cluster algorithms like
K–means and PAM or others where clusters can be
represented by centroids (e.g., QT–Clust, [5]). For a
given data set XN = {x1, . . . , xN} the distance be-
tween points x and y is given by d(x, y), e.g., the
Euclidean or absolute distance. CK = {c1, . . . , cK}





Minimizing the average distance between each data






d(xn, c(xn)) → min
CK
is the task of most cluster algorithms.
Neighborhood graphs use the mean relative dis-
tances between points as edge weights in order to
measure how separated pairs of clusters are. Hence
they display the distance between clusters. In the
graph each node corresponds to a cluster centroid and
two nodes are connected by an edge if there exists
at least one point that has these two as closest and
second–closest centroid.
As described above the centroid closest to x is





The set of all points where ck is the closest centroid
is given by
Ak = {xn|c(xn) = ck}.
Now the set of all points where ci is the closest cen-
troid and cj is second–closest is given by
Aij = {xn|c(xn) = ci, c̃(xn) = cj}.
For each observation x s(x) is defined as
s(x) =
2d(x, c(x))
d(x, c(x)) + d(x, c̃(x))
.
s(x) is small if x is close to its cluster centroid and
close to 1 if it is almost equidistant between the two
cluster centroids. The average s–value of all points
where cluster i is closest and cluster j is second closest
can be used as a proximity measure between clusters





x∈|Aij | s(x), Aij 6= ∅
0, Aij = ∅
|Ai| is used in the denominator instead of |Aij | to
make sure that a small set Aij consisting only of badly
clustered points with large shadow values does not
induce large cluster similarity.
3. SOFTWARE
R package flexclust [1] is a flexible toolbox for clus-
tering and contains extensible implementations of the
K–centroids and QT–Clust algorithm. The plotting
method for cluster solutions in flexclust is the neigh-
borhood graph using for example LDA for a linear
projection of the data into two dimensions. In gc-
Explorer the neighborhood graph is displayed us-
ing non-linear arrangement of the nodes (see for ex-
ample Figure 1). Bioconductor ([6], http://www.
bioconductor.org) packages graph and Rgraphviz
[7] provide tools for creating, manipulating, and vi-
sualizing graphs in R as well as several non–linear
layout algorithms.
3.1. Using gcExplorer
Now the functionality of the interactive software tool-
box gcExplorer is demonstrated on publicly avail-
able E. coli time–course gene expression data. The
dataset is clustered using the QT–Clust algorithm by




> cl1 = qtclust(GSE4363, radius = 3, simple = FALSE)
> gcExplorer(cl1, filt = 0.1)
The resulting cluster object consists of 17 clusters
and the corresponding neighborhood graph is plot-
ted using function gcExplorer (see Figure 1). The
graph is simplified by using the argument filt. In
this case edges between nodes are only drawn if the
similarity of a cluster to another cluster is at least
10%. The number of edges pointing from one node
to other nodes indicates how distinct the expression
profiles are within the corresponding cluster as well
as between clusters.
Now there are several possibilities to explore this
cluster result. Function gcExplorer is an interactive
function if interactive is set equal to TRUE so the
clusters can be investigated by clicking on the nodes
of the graph. Argument dev offers the possibility to
choose if each cluster should be opened in a new win-
dow or not. The display method for single clusters
is given by the argument panel.function. In the
case of expression profiles over time function gcPro-
file is used as the plotting function. However, any
kind of plotting method can be used instead as well
as the display of a cluster in form of an html table
with links for each gene to databases like NCBI En-
trez Gene (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/sites/
entrez?db=gene). The interactive plotting method
can be obtained by the following R commands
> gcExplorer(cl1, interactive = TRUE, dev = "many",
+ panel.function = gcProfile)
There are several possibilities how to include ad-
ditional information about the clusters in the repre-
sentation of nodes. The most simple method is to use
color coding, e.g., to color nodes by cluster size or
cluster tightness.
3.2. Functional Grouping
The annotation of genes to categories or classes is a
very important aspect in the analysis of gene expres-
sion data. The genes can for example be mapped to
functional groups like Gene Ontology (GO, [8]) classi-
fications or to protein complexes. Gene functions are
very complex, therefore genes are usually mapped to
multiple classes. In any case the mapping is known a
priori and does not depend on the experimental data.
External information about the annotation of genes
to functional groups can easily be included in the
neighborhood graph, e.g., the accumulation of GO
classifications in certain gene clusters can be high-
lighted in the node representation. In the implemen-
tation several functional groupings are included, i.e.,
GO classifications about Biological Process, Molec-
ular Function and Cellular Component, the GenPro-
tEC ([9], http://genprotec.mbl.edu/) classification
system for cellular and physiological roles of E. coli
gene products and some information about operons
and regulons from the RegulonDB ([10],
http://regulondb.ccg.unam.mx/).
The information of interest can be included in the
node representation using the corresponding
node.function. Function node.go is used to high-
light clusters with accumulation of certain gene func-
tions. The functional group of interest is passed to
node.go by the argument node.args. In this ex-
ample genes assigned to the GO Biological Process
group (”gobp”) Metabolism (GO number 8152) are
highlighted. This is obtained by the following R com-
mands
> gcExplorer(cl1, interactive = TRUE, dev = "many",
+ panel.function = gcProfile,
+ node.function = node.go,
+ node.args = list(gonr = "8152",
+ source = "gobp"))
In Figure 2 a screenshot of an analysis of the E.
coli data using gcExplorer is given. Nodes of clus-
ters containing genes involved in metabolism are high-
lighted. Clusters 2, 5, 12 and 13 contain a large num-
ber of genes related to metabolism. Clusters 1, 3, 9,
14 and 16 contain a few genes related to metabolism.
In the top right of the screenshot an html table of
cluster 5 is shown containing links to NCBI Entrez
Gene. Additionally the expression profiles of several
clusters involved in metabolism are shown. The ex-
pression profiles are given with the 11 time points
on the x–axis and gene expression on the y–axis. A
legend containing the corresponding gene symbols is
added to each plot.
4. SUMMARY
Cluster analysis is commonly used to find groups of
co–regulated genes in a microarray dataset without
prior knowledge about the gene functions. However,
by clustering expression profiles groups of genes with
similar biological function are found. For this rea-
son clustering provides a good initial investigation of
the data before actually focussing on groups of genes
associated to conditions under investigation. As the
definition of gene clusters is not very clear and genetic
interactions are extremely complex the relationship
between clusters is very important as co–expressed
genes can end up in different clusters.
In this paper an interactive toolbox for the investi-
gation of gene clusters was presented. Neighborhood
graphs were found useful instruments for the inves-
tigation of the underlying cluster structure and for
gaining insight into the relationships between clus-
ters. gcExplorer is very helpful not only for statisti-
cians but also for practitioners to extract useful in-
formation from microarray experiments. It allows
not only to visualize the cluster structure, beyond
the gene clusters are plotted or shown in html tables
with links to databases. Additional properties of the
clusters like cluster size or cluster tightness can be
highlighted as well as external information like func-
tional grouping. Further extensions of the software
are work in progress like the generalization to arbi-
trary organisms.
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Figure 2. Screenshot of the functionality of gcExplorer.
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